The performance of support vector machine (SVM) depends on the selection of model parameters, however, the selection of SVM model parameters more depends on the empirical value. According to the above deficiency, this paper proposed a parameters optimization method of support vector machine based on immune memory clone strategy (IMC). This method can solve the multi-peak model parameters selection problem better which is introduced by n-folded cross-verification. Tests on standard datasets show that this method has higher precision and faster optimization speed compared with other four methods. Then the proposed method was applied to bus passenger flow counting. The experimental results show that the method reposed in this paper obtains higher classification accuracy.
Introduction
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a new machine learning method that based on the Statistic Learning Theory (SLT) [1, 2] . The selection quality of SVM parameters and kernel functions has an effect on the learning and generation performance. In order to find the best parameters for SVM, many researchers have done a mass of study. The parameters in SVM are usually selected by man's experience, such as n-folded cross-verification [3] . Recently, there are some automatic parameter selection methods researched such as colony algorithm and genetic algorithm [4] [5] [6] [7] . These methods are efficient and automatic for optimizing parameters in a certain degree. But they depend on optimization model construction, and convergence to local optimum sometimes. According to these problems, a parameters optimization method of SVM based on immune memory clone strategy (IMC) is proposed in this paper. The results of experiment show that the proposed method has more efficiency of optimization and higher accuracy rate of classification than other existent methods.
Parameters Optimization Algorithm of SVM Based on Immune Memory Clone Strategy
Support Vector Machine. SVM is based on the principle of structural risk minimization. The ideal of SVM is to search for an optimal hyperplane to separate the data with maximal margin. When the training set is nonlinear, the training vector x is mapped into a higher dimensional feature space by a nonlinear function ( ) x ϕ ,and in the feature space who's dimension maybe infinite construct the optimal classification hyperplane and the classifier's decision function. In order to construct the optimal hyperplane, the following optimization problem must be solved: 
Where * is inner product, w are coefficient vector, 0 i ξ ≥ ,are slack variables and C is a penalty parameter to be chosen by user. Finally, the decision function as follow:
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Where i x are Support Vectors (SVs), Lagrange multipliers i α satisfy with * 0 i C α < < , n is number of SVs, * b is bias value. Eq.(2) shows that kernel function and penalty parameter affect the performance of SVM [8] .
The Immune Clonal Algorithm. Clonal selection is an artificial immune algorithm that is applied to optimization problems. Affinity proportional reproduction and affinity maturation are two important features of the clonal selection. An antigen selects some cells to obtain their clone. The selection rate of each cell is directly proportional to its affinity with selective antigen. If an antigen has a high affinity, its offspring number will be large. The mutation rate is inversely proportional to its affinity with an antigen. The immune clonal algorithm includes affinity operator, antibody concentration operator, clonal operator, mutation operator, clonal selection operator and so on.
Parameters Optimization Algorithm of Support Vector Machine Based on Immune Memory Clone Strategy (IMC-SVM). This paper introduces the memory mechanism and adaptive mutation operator into immune clonal algorithm. The proposed algorithm can both improve searching optimization speed and ensure global searching ability, so it is much suitable for multi-peak value SVM parameters selection problem.
The key of the proposed algorithm for SVM parameters optimization based on artificial immune algorithm is presented as follows:
1) Coding schemes design of antibody. The design of antibody gene encoding schemes is based on principle of coarse search first then finer search. In this proposed algorithm, the binary coding is adopted. For example, the parameters of SVM with RBF kernel include penalty C and kernel parameterσ . Every antibody is composed by two sections: kernel function parametersσ and penalty C. The range is [1, 10000] and [0.0001, 1] respectively. Increment σ ∆ is 1and increment C ∆ is 0.0001. Every parameter can be represented by 15 bit binary, so coding scheme of antibody is composed by 30 bit binary.
2) Antibody-antigen affinity. Because this proposed algorithm is inspired by multi-peak value optimization based on n-folded cross-verification, the result of n-folded cross-verification is taken as antibody-antigen affinity so that the unbiased estimate for generalization of SVM can be ensured.
3) Antibody-antibody affinity. The Hamming distance for binary encoding is taken as the norm of antibody-antibody affinity. Its definition is given as follow: 
Where ik ab is k position in antibody i, jk ab is k position in antibody j, L is the length of encoding. 4) Clone. The clonal operator is described as follows:
clone ab is the set composed of cells cloned by antibody i ab , i m is the number of cells cloned which is obtained by adaptive computation. According to the cloning principle, those antibodies with high affinity will clone more cells. The number of cloned cells determined by the following formula:
Where c N is the parameter of scale of cloned cells, int() is a function to get the integral part of its variable.
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Where ijm ab is the j position in L-dimensional of cell m cloned by antibody i ab , B=j, D is iteration number, () rand is a random function which generate a random number in the range of (0, 1), pm is mutation rate. The mutation operator of populations can be described as follows:
T ab ab rand pm ab else
Where _ g best is the optimal solution of antibody population, inf_ [0,1] factor ∈ is the parameter directly proportional to the degree of close to _ g best , () rand is a random function which generate a random number in the range of (0, 1), pm is mutation rate.
6) Clonal selection. The cell with low affinity in memory is instead by antibody with high affinity in population. Those cells with low affinity are mutated according to formula, and then put into population. Meanwhile the antibody with low affinity must be eliminated. In order to preserve the diversity of the antibody, the same number individual is generated and put into population.
The steps of optimization algorithm are described below.
Step 1: First, the location of approximate region of parameters is determined, and then N encoded antibodies are selected randomly in this region as initial population A. The size of population is selected as 20.
Step 2: P antibodies are generated randomly; the affinities between A and P are calculated. S maximum affinity antibodies are selected from A to form memory unit. The others in A form population L.
Step 3: The antibody-antigen affinity in memory unit and population L are calculated. If termination condition is met, the algorithm is stopped the optimum solution is found, else go to next step. Step 4: Under optimal selecting ratio, choose n antibodies with the high affinity from antibody population and memory unit to clone to generate the temporary antibody population C.
Step 5: Antibodies selected randomly from the cloned cells above are mutated, the antibodies are eliminated, which affinity is lower than its parents. Step 6: The mutated cells are clonal selected, and then go to step 3.
Contrast Experiment on Five Algorithms
In this section, we present some experimental results on testing accuracy and average run time on a suite of four datasets from UCI benchmark repository. All experiments are carried out on a PC machine with CPU-AMD5200and 1G memory under C++6.0 platform and Libsvm package.
The proposed optimization algorithm was performed on SVM with kernel RBF. The parameters include kernel parameterσ and penalty parameter C. The experiment is carried on five times on each dataset. The experimental results are shown as table 1. In table 1, σ and C are optimal parameters, T is runtime of optimization algorithm, R is the optimal result of cross-verification.
As is shown from table 1 above, the speed of IMC-SVM, DE-SVM and PSO-SVM is faster than Grid-search. Moreover, the selected parameters are better and the cross-verification error is less. Compared with DE-SVM and PSO-SVM, the searching optimization speed of ICM-SVM is faster, especial on svmguid3 dataset, and the cross-verification accuracy of ICM-SVM is higher. Compared with GA-SVM, the searching optimization speed of both is close. But the cross-verification accuracy of IMC-SVM is higher than GA-SVM. Aim to multi-peak value optimization problem, IMC has better searching optimization ability than GA. The IMC is more suitable for multi-peak parameter optimization based on cross-verification.
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Bus Passenger Flow Counting Method Based on IMC-SVM
According to the current research on the bus passengers flow counting, this paper proposes a new counting method of bus passenger flow based on SVM. This method solves the problem that low cost device can't count the number of passengers accurately and can't distinguish the direction of passengers' movement. Data preprocessing.We put a pedal on the stair of the bus. Under the four corners of the pedal, there are four pressure sensors for analog output. Four channel analog signals were jointed together, and then connected to the A/D converter of the data collector. The date collector based on Sumsung 2410 arm9 Single Chip Micyoco with A/D converter. Its frequency reaches to 200MHZ. And the sampling rate is 20ms. Then the data will be transferred to PC through RS232 .The system frame diagram is shown in Fig.1 . Fig.1 The system frame diagram of data gathering
The experiments proved that the passage time of one people getting on and off the pedal is more than 300ms. So if the passage time is less than 300ms, the corresponding pressure data will be seen as noise. Data preprocessing is necessary before feature extraction and pattern recognition. We use the method of sliding window, which is similar to the algorithm of smoothing processing in the image processing. A linear template of 1*3 is taken as filter. The result proves that this method is effective Feature extraction. When people go through the pedal the pressure sensor generates continuous analog signal. The analog signal is collected at 20ms intervals. It will be converted into digital signal by the collector. This digital signal can be fitted into a curve after noises removing. We extract the parameters of this curve as a group of characteristic vectors of SVM. These characteristic vectors are as follows:
(1)The value of the first peak (F1) and the time interval from the beginning of the wave to the first peak (T1);
(2) The value of second peak (F2) and the time interval from the second peak to the end of the wave (T2);
(3) The first peak's slope (R1) and the second peak's slope (R2) (the peak's slope is defined as follow: R1=F1/T1, R2=F2/T2);
(4) The difference value between the values of two peaks (F3) (F3=F2-F1); (5) The ratio of R1 and R2 (R3) (R3=R1/R2); The parameter sensitivity interval of two-category algorithm based on SVM is [-1, 1]. So the vector processing is necessary to make sure every data is in this interval. Because the max value of the A/D is 1024, every data can be divided by 1100. The vector matrix [F1,T1,R1,F2,T2,R2,R3,F3] is taken as the input characteristic matrix . The output vector is a one-dimensional vector [X], the value of X can be 1 and -1. 1 means getting on and -1 means getting off.
Test 4488 groups of data were obtained through experiments and tested by the SVM and IMC-SVM. The result is shown in the following table. According to the experiment results below, it obviously shows that our algorithm has higher recognition accuracy than the general support vector machines. 
Conclusion
Based on Immune Memory Clone Strategy, a novel parameter optimization algorithm is proposed.
In the process of parameters selecting, combined with cross-verification to ensure the unbiased estimate for generalization. The great global searching ability of Immune clone algorithm is used to realize automatic selection of SVM parameters. The simulation experiments prove that the proposed algorithm has higher accuracy and optimization speed than other four algorithms. Then the proposed method was applied to bus passenger flow counting. The experimental results indicate that this method has higher recognition accuracy. It has a good application foreground.
